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1. Introduction

Since its first description by Frederic Mohs in 1932, Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) has undergone many changes in techniques and scope of applications. Today, it is very widely used in the USA as a standard procedure for many cases of skin cancer treatment. In Europe, the dissemination of the technique started in the 1970s and 1980s after some European dermatosurgeons learned the technique in the USA and started to implement it in their countries. New variations of the technique were introduced successfully in many centres.

There is widespread agreement that micrographic surgery (MS) and, in particular, classic MMS results in the highest cure rates and best aesthetic outcomes for many types of skin cancer. However, as it is a more labour-intensive procedure, it cannot be used for all skin cancers. It should be reserved for tumours with high recurrence rates, such as infiltrative, large or ill-delineated tumours; recurrent tumours or in situations where patient factors (such as immunosuppression) would otherwise lead to high recurrence rates. Furthermore, it has been shown that MMS is a tissue-sparing technique that leads to smaller excision defects. Therefore, it is particularly useful in locations where larger defects would lead to functional or aesthetic impairment.

There is a large body of literature supporting the use of MMS in situations requiring complete margin control and all the relevant guidelines and appropriate use criteria (e.g. the AUC published by the American Academy of Dermatology) have taken this into account. However, no guidelines have been published so far looking at the technique from a European perspective. Whilst many criteria for appropriate use are the same all over the world, there are some distinct features that influence the use in Europe. Due to long-held traditions, different workflows have been developed in some countries, such as Germany in which they more frequently use paraffin sections for complete margin control. Later introduction and limited availability of MMS and MS techniques has led to more restrictive indications in some instances.

This document has been conceived as a position document by leading European experts on MMS and MS who are members of the European Society for Micrographic Surgery (ESMS), describing details of the MMS technique, variations of MS and their indications from a European perspective.
2. History of Mohs micrographic surgery and the ESMS

The MMS technique was introduced in 1932 when the American surgeon Frederic E. Mohs (deceased July 2, 2002) was a medical student and worked under the direction of geneticist Michael Guyer in the zoology department of the University of Wisconsin. Guyer injected colloidal platinum into rat tumours and found that it prevented tumour growth. Mohs decided to test other chemicals this way and observed their effects at a microscopic level. Thus, he discovered that the injection of a 20% zinc chloride solution produced a fixation of the tissue while maintaining its architecture intact. This in situ fixation allowed for histopathological control of the tissue. Later, he realised that horizontal sections were more appropriate than vertical sections since they allowed him to observe the entire deep edge of the specimen. He was also able to make a map by recording the place from which each of the samples came and thus only having to re-intervene on the affected areas with remaining tumour cells. Thus, the essence of MMS was discovered, i.e. staged excisions using horizontal sections, subsequent elaboration of a map and complete histopathological control of the removed tissue margins.

Initially, the technique was called chemosurgery because it was thought that fixation with zinc chloride paste was more important than microscopic control. It was difficult to find a suitable vehicle for Zinc chloride but finally F. Mohs developed a formula with stybonite and sanguinaria canadiensis that allowed a homogenous diffusion of Zinc chloride. The final formula was: stybonite 40 g, sanguinaria canadiensis 10 g and saturated zinc chloride 34.5 ml. In 1936, the treatment of tumours began in patients with this technique. The application of the paste was very painful and required a minimum of 24 hours between each stage. The reconstruction after the last stage was performed after a few weeks. In 1941, Mohs presented the very favourable results after the treatment of 440 patients with the fixation method with zinc chloride paste. The 5-year cure rates with this technique were 96.6% in basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and 94.8% in cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC).

For the treatment of tumours located on the eyelids, Mohs observed that he could not use the paste because of the risk of causing corneal ulcers. In these cases, he used the technique in fresco without the use of the fixative paste. In 1966, Ted Tromovitch began to use the in fresco technique in tumours with other locations. He published his results in 1974 showing similar cure rates to that obtained with chemosurgery. From that moment, the use of the zinc chloride paste was reduced drastically since the fresh tissue method was more comfortable for the patient and offered the advantage of an immediate reconstruction of the defect. This fact was of great importance since, until then, the great majority of the cases were allowed to heal by secondary intention which didn’t always produce good aesthetic results. In 1983, Zitelli published an article that clearly specified the anatomical areas where a good aesthetic result can be expected after secondary intention healing.

In 1966, Perry Robins created the first one-year course for specialization in MMS, while also founding the International Society of Dermatological Surgery (ISDS) and the Journal of Dermatologic Surgery and Oncology tirelessly working of promote the technique worldwide. The American College of Mohs Surgery (ACMS) was founded in 1967 by Mohs, who also served as the first President of the college that now has more than 1200 members.

Robins, based in New York, also taught the first European dermatologists to develop the MMS technique. The German dermatologist Günter Burg was the pioneer in this experience. After learning the technique with Robins, he also spent some time with Mohs before starting to use the fixed tissue technique at his hospital in Munich in 1972. Subsequently, Birger Konz developed the Munich technique (see below) in 1977 and spread the use of this MS technique through Germany. In 1978, the first meeting of the ISDS took place in Marrakech, generating a meeting point between European and American dermatosurgeons. Two years after this encounter, Dr. António Picoto, who had been taught by Robins, established his MMS unit at the Center for Dermatology Medical Surgery in Lisbon where many European dermatologists would later be trained. Shortly afterwards, in Spain, Francisco
Camacho, Alex Camps-Fresneda and Julián Conejo-Mir began to perform MMS in Seville and Barcelona. In 1983, Bo Stenquist started the first MMS centre in Scandinavia in Gothenburg, Sweden. In the mid-1980s, the technique spread to the UK with pioneers such as Elizabeth Crouch, William Bowers, Richard Motley, Mike Dahl, Neil Walker and Christopher Zachary. In 1988, Helmut Breuninger from Tübingen, Germany developed the MS technique called Tübinger Torte which gained a great acceptance in Germany.

On April 6-7, 1990, the founding of the ESMS took place in Estoril, Portugal. The founders were: António Picoto (President), Celeste Galvão Brito, José Manuel Labareda, Fernando Ribas and Paulo Santos from Portugal; Francisco Camacho, Alex Camps-Fresneda, Julián Conejo-Mir and Pablo Umbert from Spain; Helmut Breuninger, Birger Konz and Günter Burg from Germany; Patrick Dierick, Arlette de Coninck and Diane Roseeuw from Belgium; Olle Larkö and Bo Stenquist from Sweden; Richard Motley and Neil Walker from the UK; Leonardo Marini and Giorgio Landi from Italy; Alex Ginzburg from Israel and Martino Neumann from the Netherlands. Since its creation, the ESMS has gone through periods of greater and lesser activity. Initially, annual meetings were held in conjunction with the ISDS meetings (Florence in 1990, Munich in 1991 and Paris in 1992) and, more recently, the meetings have been held during the European Academy of Dermatology and Venereology (EADV) congresses. The ESMS is a subspecialty society of the EADV, which now has more than 120 members from 23 different countries. The Executive Board members meet at least once per year and the society issues European certifications to Mohs and micrographic surgeons fulfilling the established requirements that can be consulted on the ESMS website (www.esms-mohs.eu). Courses and scientific meetings at the EADV congresses are also organised to spread knowledge about the techniques.

MMS and MS are currently practiced in many European countries. Although classic MMS is the most commonly practiced technique, other MS techniques are available and will be discussed further below. The choice of technique is often determined by the characteristics and historic traditions of the centre that performs them and/or by the characteristics of the tumour being treated.
3. Mohs micrographic surgery - technique and requirements

MMS is probably the most reliable conservative approach for the management of skin cancers. Prior to the advent of MMS, most skin cancer treatments relied on the operator’s visual assessment of the tumour and its margins. MMS is more precise and relies on the principal of staged excisions and microscopically mapping of the peripheral and deep margins to trace out the tumour. MMS aims to preserve as much healthy tissue as possible, whilst insuring all tumour and its roots are excised. This results in the highest cure rates and the best long-term cosmetic outcomes. The technique does however rely on the tumour being histopathologically contiguous.

The pre-operative assessment must take into account both tumour and host factors. To be eligible for MMS, the patient must be suitable to undertake a procedure under local anaesthetic that may take place over several hours. Consideration must be taken of the patient’s co-morbidities, medications (particularly anticoagulants and immunosuppressants) as well as their functional state and social support network to cope with the post-operative experience.

Reconstruction needs to be considered in advance. Where local anaesthetic reconstruction is not possible by the MMS surgeon (e.g. extensive reconstruction or specialist site-specific repairs) or because of patient or physician choice (even if the reconstruction is within the capabilities of the MMS surgeon), it may be appropriate to enlist the help of surgical colleagues working closely with the MMS surgeon to undertake surgical repairs perhaps under general anaesthesia.

The risks, benefits and alternatives to MMS should be discussed with the patient. Ideally, the tumour must be histopathologically proven with a biopsy prior to the date of MMS, though clinically obvious tumours may be amenable to vertical section verification on the day of MMS prior to the horizontal section stages.

Following confirmation of informed consent, the clinical margins are defined and marked by the surgeon with a surgical marker. Local anaesthesia is infiltrated around the tumour site. The tumour is then debulked using a Volkman spoon, curette, surgical blade or combination of the above. Care must be taken to minimise damage to healthy tissue. The following three steps are then carried out:

**Step I**
The tumour is excised with a 2-3 mm clinical margin drawn onto the skin with a surgical marker. The margin may be larger for very extensive or recurrent tumours, or those with a great risk of non-contiguous extension (e.g. lentigo maligna or sebaceous carcinoma). The tissue that will be removed is carefully oriented by cutting small notches crossing the drawn outline at noon, 3 o’clock, 6 o’clock and 9 o’clock making sure to leave marks in both the tissue layer to be removed and in the corresponding skin remaining on the patient. The excision is then made at a 45-degree incision angle following the demarcation to increase the chance of obtaining a more complete epidermal edge during step III below. However, there is evidence that a 90-degree incision angle may be just as effective particularly at sites of thin skin, e.g. periocular area. The excised tissue should be removed as a single complete layer with no holes.

**Step II**
Next, the tissue must be mapped and marked with ink to maintain orientation. Hand-drawn sketches of anatomic sites, pre-printed maps or digital photographs can be used to map out the relationship between the excised tissue and the surgical defect.

**Step III**
The tissue is divided into pieces (sections) small enough to fit onto a cryostat block. The cut margins are inked so that any tumour can be accurately mapped. At least 2 colours are required per section, and at least 3 if there is no epidermal edge in the tissue excised. The tissue is laid flat on filter paper
with the epidermal edge marked on the paper. The sections are numbered on the filter paper and the map. The harvested tissue is then embedded in optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound, frozen, sectioned and prepared according to the descriptions in the “Lab technique” section below.

Flattening the tissue in order to section the complete undersurface and the epidermal margin at the same time is critical for the complete en-face examination of the outer margin of a tissue specimen. Relaxing cuts on the surface of the tissue are useful for flattening thick specimens. MMS surgeons must be aware of how to flatten, freeze, cut and stain tissue in order to efficiently communicate and troubleshoot quality issues with their histotechnician or MMS lab technician (LT).

The LT prepares horizontal section slides for evaluation as described further below. The MMS surgeon then evaluates the slides to determine if the margins are involved. In member countries where the MMS surgeon is not permitted to report on the histopathology, a pathologist may report on the slides in conjunction with the surgeon. If tumour is present, the corresponding location on the map is marked. If the lateral margin is involved, an additional excision of tissue in the affected area is removed with an appropriate margin. If tumour is present in the deep margin, an incision is made along the inside of the defect’s edges and a thin strip of tissue is removed from the depth. If both the lateral and deep margins are involved, both areas should be included in the next excision. Step III is then repeated until the tumour is completely excised. The stages are repeated until the margins are considered clear and, finally, the reconstruction of the surgical defect can be performed.

If tumour is absent, but less than 100% of the margin and depth is seen, then further excision is made at and around the site of missing tissue and processed as per steps I-III. This ensures that 100% of the margin is seen. There is lack of consensus on what to do if only a small amount of tissue is missing. The judgement needs to be made on a case-by-case basis taking into account site, tumour type, cosmetic and functional implications. A balance needs to be made between the importance of preserving tissue and minimising the chance of recurrence.
4. Lab technique

As mentioned above, the MMS surgeon requires fresh frozen sections of the excised tissue to microscopically examine the possible involvement of the lateral and/or deep margins or the complete removal of the tumour. The frozen sections are prepared by a LT with special training to quickly produce high quality slides so that the subsequent stages of MMS and/or defect reconstruction can take place in an efficient manner.

The standard MMS lab procedure includes the following steps that always need to be followed in order to obtain frozen sections of fresh tissue specimens: a) preoperative preparation; b) registration; c) macroscopy; d) mapping and inking; e) embedding; f) microtomy; g) staining; h) quality control by microscopy and i) consultation with the MMS surgeon and pathologist. The most important moments in the process are the mapping and inking as well as the embedding of the specimen.

A. Preoperative preparation

Before starting the MMS procedure, the LT will review the list of scheduled patients undergoing surgery that day in order to prepare and label the slides which will be used during the procedure. The exact number of slides needed will depend on the size of the specimens, the quality of the slides and the number of sections required by the surgeon. Each slide should be labelled with the case number, the patient’s name or initials, date of birth, specimen piece number/letter and the level number. Chucks for the cryostat should also be prepared. In a standard case, two chucks per case are required before starting the procedure. Lastly, the cryostat should be turned on and the temperature set between -25°C and -30°C.

B. Registration

When the LT receives the specimen obtained after the first MMS stage as well as every consecutive tissue specimen after that, the patient information on the MMS lab form should be checked to make sure that the specimen is from the correct patient. If this is 100% correct, the first specimen is given a case number which the LT will also use for all consecutive specimens for that particular patient and tumour during the rest of the MMS procedure. Besides registering the case number, the LT also writes down the name and date of birth of the patient and how many pieces of the specimen exist on the MMS lab form.

C. Macroscopy

Before the specimen is prepared for mapping, inking and embedding, the LT needs to describe the specimen macroscopically. The shape and size of the specimen should be represented on the MMS lab form by drawing the specimen received from the surgeon.

D. Mapping and inking

Mapping and inking of the specimen during MMS can be done by the surgeon or the LT. In the latter case, the MMS surgeon will mark the specimen with a suture at 12 o’clock and bring the specimen in a petri dish to the LT. If the specimen is small and fits on a single slide, the surgeon or LT can maintain the specimen as a single piece and only ink the small notches at noon, 3 o’clock, 6 o’clock and 9 o’clock. Larger specimens can be divided into two, four or more pieces and inked for mapping according to Figure 1. After mapping and inking the specimen, the LT will draw the specimen piece(s) on the MMS lab form indicating the colours used during the inking process so that the MMS surgeon and/or pathologist knows exactly how the tissue is oriented.
Figure 1. Examples of techniques for mapping and inking fresh tissue specimens during MMS.

**E. Embedding technique**

This step in the lab procedure is the most important step. The LT has to embed the specimen so that both the lateral and deep margins lie 100% flat prior to sectioning the specimen in the cryostat.

There are different ways to embed the specimen:
- Embedding by using microscope glass slides and a spirit level
- Embedding by using an embedding device
- Embedding the specimen right on the chuck in the OCT
- Embedding by using plastic molds and using liquid nitrogen
- Embedding by using steel molds

The two most used ways are embedding by using microscope glass slides and a spirit level or by using an embedding device.

Figure 2 shows the required steps to embed by using a microscope glass slide and a spirit level:

1. Place the slides in the cryostat chamber on the cutting plate.
2. Place specimen with the part that should be sectioned facing the slide.
3. Push the skin edges onto the slide with tweezers.
4. Use sufficient OCT compound around and above the frozen skin specimen.
5. Add OCT compound on the filled chuck
6. Place the frozen specimen on top of the chuck with the slide facing outwards.
7. Try to make the surface horizontal by using a spirit level tool.
8. Cryospray can be used to shorten the freezing process.
9. Remove the slide by heating it with your thumb or by placing the slide onto the skin of your forearm, for example.

Figure 2. Embedding tissue with using a microscope glass slide and a spirit level with the steps described above.
Figure 3 shows the required steps to embed by using an embedding device:

1. Place the disk in the adapter and the chuck in the other part of the embedding device.
2. Place piece of skin with the part that should be cut on the embedding disk.
3. Push the skin edges and resection area onto the disk with tweezers.
4. Use sufficient OCT compound around and above the frozen skin specimen.
5. Place the adapter with the embedding disk above the adapter with the chuck and leave it to solidify after freezing.
6. Use cryospray to speed up the freezing process.
7. Remove the adapter of the embedding disk and remove the embedding disk by heating the disk with your thumb.

![Figure 3](image1.jpg)

**Figure 3.** Embedding tissue with an embedding device with the steps described above.

**F. Microtomy/cryotomy**

In this step, it is of utmost importance that the entire resection area without any holes including the skin edge (epidermis) and all marking ink are made visible on the slide. Every piece of the specimen will be cut from the resection area (level 1) and upwards in 4-6 levels. Between each level there should be a distance of approximately 100 µm. The thickness of each section should be between 6 and 10 µm. The LT should be conservative when cutting the specimens since the tissue cannot be resectioned again later.

The cutting procedure involves the following steps:

1. Put the chuck in the block holder of the cryostat making sure that the skin edge is vertical.
2. Acquire a first section and pass it onto the first microscope glass slide (level 1). The sections should always be placed on the microscope glass slides with the same orientation to avoid confusion when placing the slides under the microscope.
3. Go deeper into the tissue by turning the wheel 8-9 times (approximately 100 µm).
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until you have obtained section levels 2 to 4 or 2 to 6 depending on the amount required by the MMS surgeon.
G. Staining the slides
Microscopically, fresh frozen tissue specimens are basically colourless, so it is the job of the LT to give the tissue colour in order for the MMS surgeon and/or pathologist to make a histopathological diagnosis under the microscope. The most common stain used in MMS is classical haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining (Appendix). Haematoxylin is a stain that used to be made from tree bark and it will colour the nuclei dark purple or blue. Eosin is a synthetic stain that dyes proteins in the cytoplasm, collagen, muscle fibres and more with a red/pink colour. Some MMS labs use toluidine blue.\(^{15}\)

H. Quality check by microscopy
After staining and covering the slides, they should be left to dry and the LT should make sure that the slides are labelled with the specific case information. Before taking the slides to the MMS surgeon or pathologist, the LT will check the quality of the slides making sure that all skin edges and all mapping colours are visible. Also, no holes should be present. Review should be done under the microscope using 2.5x, 5x and 10x magnification. If there is something missing, new slides (levels 5-6 or 7-8 depending on the previous number of levels obtained) should be obtained. After the quality check, the slides should be taken to the MMS surgeon or pathologist for examination. The slides with the MMS lab form are evaluated by the MMS surgeon and/or pathologist in order to determine whether the surgical resection areas are clear or not.

I. Consultation with the MMS surgeon and/or pathologist
It is always important to have good and open communication between the LT and the MMS surgeon and/or pathologist to decide on whether or not margins are clear, ensuring correct tissue orientation and deciding on the next step. When all tumour has been removed, the job of the LT is done. If the margins are not clear, the next stage of MMS will take place and the lab process will start over from the beginning with subsequent rounds until the tumour has been completely removed.
5. Other methods of micrographic surgery

This chapter on other methods of micrographic surgery (MS) is based on the recommendations of the German S1 guidelines. Besides MMS on frozen sections there are various techniques combining surgical excision with further macroscopic dissection of the surgical specimens for histopathological processing which may allow for complete or almost complete margin control. With regard to the histopathological processing, a distinction is made between methods that allow for complete examination of surgical margins (Table 1) and methods that have diagnostic gaps (e.g. increased number of vertical sections according to the bread loaf technique or combining vertical sections with additional biopsies from the margins). The ESMS does not consider methods that have diagnostic gaps to be variants of MS.

MS techniques with complete margin control provide the greatest sensitivity possible to ensure actual complete resection. Whether they are significantly more beneficial than incomplete methods regarding the recurrence-free interval has not yet been ascertained by prospective randomised clinical studies. However, when comparing the plethora of data on local recurrences in the literature, methods with complete examination yield much better results than traditional surgical excision.

The expertise and experience of both the surgeon and the histopathologist may be ideally unified in the same person: i.e. a MS surgeon (certified by the ESMS). However, many techniques can be performed as a collaboration of two individuals with special expertise: a surgeon and a histopathologist. If so, communication between them is crucial for the quality of these techniques.

Various histopathological processing methods in microscopically controlled surgery are intended to ensure complete surgical tumour removal. In all of these methods, the removed tissue is marked for precise topographic orientation. These procedures differ in terms of the surgical technique employed as well as the method used for histopathological sectioning, both ensuring confirmation of complete resection in different ways.

**Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of MMS as compared to MS techniques.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mohs micrographic surgery</td>
<td>Complete examination of surgical margins. Prompt wound closure on the same day.</td>
<td>Risk of artefacts. Requires equipment and specifically trained staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bowl-shaped excision, cryostat sectioning)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munich method</td>
<td>Clear confirmation of complete excision by visualization of the entire tumour (3D). Prompt wound closure is possible.</td>
<td>Numerous sections have to be assessed. Limited assessment of the epidermis. Interpretation requires special experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Horizontal sections, cylindrical excision, cryostat sectioning)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margin strip method</td>
<td>Complete examination of surgical margins. En bloc excision within a single procedure. Suitable for large (margin strip method) and small (muffin technique) excisions.</td>
<td>Tumour centre of small specimens is harder to assess. Geometric (visual) imagination is required. Requires appropriate training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(„Tübinger Torte‟) and Muffin technique (En bloc excision, separation of margins and base from the unfixed or fixed specimen)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The histopathological methods are used in the context of one-stage, two-stage or multiple-stage procedures. Immediate wound closure is basically possible, if there are no disadvantages in case follow-up surgery becomes necessary but only when exact topographic correlation remains possible. Immediate wound closure prior to receiving the histopathological report is not recommended when flaps are to be used for repair. In case of large tumours or problematic locations, final wound closure may be delayed by using suitable protective dressings to temporarily cover the defect. In this kind of procedure, tumour removal and defect closure are performed at different points in time; irrespective of the excision technique used and depending on the situation, wound closure may be achieved by reconstructive plastic surgery procedures, skin grafting or secondary intention healing. If the tumour extends to the surgical margins in the histopathological sections, the tumour-infiltrated margin area or wound base is exactly identified topographically within the surgical defect and re-excised until complete removal is ensured.

**Horizontal method (Munich Method)**

Derived from the MMS technique, the Munich method is characterised by cutting parallel to the skin surface. Unlike MMS, cylindrical specimens with vertical margins are histopathologically processed in the cryostat (Figure 4). This allows for assessment of the entire tumour. Sequential horizontal sections are cut examining intermediate slices of 6-10 µm while discarding sections of about 100 µm in between resulting in a large number of horizontal parallel sections. Although this method does not actually provide 100% margin control, assessment of these selected serial sections from the base of the tumour up to the epidermis allows for evaluation of the three-dimensional growth pattern of the tumour. In case of extensive tumours that do not fit onto the cryostat slide, the tissue is divided into several individual blocks and topographically marked accordingly, rendering more time-consuming histopathological processing.

This method is suitable for histopathologically confirmed epithelial tumours, especially BCC and recurrences thereof. The Munich method is not suited for the histopathological assessment of superficial lesions such as lentiginous melanocytic tumours, extramammary Paget’s disease nor Bowen’s disease, given that pathological cell structures are difficult or impossible to assess in horizontally processed cryostat sections.

**3D histology**

As an alternative to the aforementioned techniques, a few methods that resemble one another were described very early in the literature: “La Galette”35,36, “Tübinger Torte” or “Tübingen tart”37,38, the flounder or muffin technique39-41, the square procedure42, quadrant method43 and the moat or perimeter technique44. These names are sometimes used synonymously and called “3D histology” but designate different techniques with individual advantages and disadvantages. The aforementioned methods basically represent the three-dimensional tumour margins without any gaps. Along with the central section, the histopathologist assesses whether or not tumour components are visible at the excision margins.
In contrast to MMS, curettage of the exophytic tumour components (debulking) is not necessary in 3D histology techniques and the incision is performed perpendicular to the skin surface at a 90-degree angle, which is beneficial with regard to the ensuing reconstructive defect closure. A drawback of using an angled incision lies in the possibility of unnecessary incision of tumour components in the lower dermis. Attempts to avoid this disadvantage by extending surgical margins lead to unnecessarily large wound defects.

Using appropriate surgical margins, the tumour is usually excised *en bloc* in 3D histology. When performing 3D histology, such surgical margins range between 1 and 10 mm, and may be determined on the basis of various factors:

1. Tumour size: The larger the clinically visible tumour, the wider the surgical margins must be. The effect of surgical margins on the defect size diminishes as the area of the initial tumour increases. Thus, unnecessary follow-up surgeries are avoided.

2. Body site: Depending on the functional and aesthetic significance of the affected site, surgical margins may be smaller to preserve unaffected skin. If the affected site is not problematic, surgical margins may be wider in order to reduce the need for follow-up surgeries.

3. Tumour type: Wider primary surgical margins are also recommended for infiltrating tumours.

Intraoperatively, an incision or suture is placed at a defined site as a marker for topographic orientation, usually at 12 o’clock (relative to the cranial vertex). There are various techniques for macroscopically cutting the non-fixed specimen.

In the margin strip method (**Tübinger Torte**), the tumour margins are dissected off of the specimen in strips of approximately 1-3 mm (width), while the base is removed in the shape of a disc. The dissected tissue segments are subsequently divided to make them fit into histopathology cassettes for routine processing. Here, rules have been developed to facilitate communication between the surgeon and the histopathologist. Embedding of the margins and the base of the tumour in their unfixed state may be performed by the surgeon or at the histopathology lab (Figure 5).

---

**Figure 5.** Sectioning according to the margin strip or “Tübinger Torte” method (reprint with permission from Wiley).
For small excisions (up to 2 cm in diameter), the margins and the base may be brought into one plane by incisions using the **Muffin technique** (Figure 6). A representative cross-section through a central part of the tumour can aid in diagnostic classification. Dye marking of the native specimen facilitates topographic orientation in the histopathological sections.

In these 3D histology techniques, the removed tissue is usually fixed in formalin followed by paraffin embedding. Cryostat processing (with the aforementioned advantages and disadvantages) is also possible. Using the paraffin method with rapid tissue fixation in a 60°C formalin solution for two hours, the histopathological sections can be available the next day.

The histopathology lab can also do the macroscopic preparation of the margins and base (margin strip method or “Tübinger Torte” and quadrant technique) on fixed tissue (Figure 8), but this is more difficult and time-consuming. Following fixation, the separated margins and base are first embedded in paraffin. Heated to 65°C, the outer side of the wax-like tissue can then easily be bent into one plane. This procedure makes it easier to send the specimen to a histopathological lab, where sectioning takes place. In the peripheral method, far fewer margins have to be assessed. Similar to the MMS technique, it is not possible to ascertain the distance between the tumour and the excision margins.

### Table 2. Comparison of MMS and the most commonly used 3D histology techniques (“Tübinger Torte” and “Muffin technique”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>MMS</th>
<th>“Tübinger Torte” &amp; “Muffin technique”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debulking</td>
<td>Debulking using a curette</td>
<td>No debulking. Resection <em>en bloc.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incision</td>
<td>45° angle (bowl shape)</td>
<td>90° to 100° angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td>Marking corresponding to the</td>
<td>Incision or suture at 12:00 corresponding to the body axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>histopathological segments (sutures, dye, incisions, photos)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>By the surgeon or lab technician on site. The specimens (e.g. quadrants) with their oblique edges are pressed flat and frozen on the cryostat.</td>
<td>By the surgeon or lab technician on site. The specimen is dissected (e.g. “Tübinger Torte” or “Muffin”) and put on a flat plane (paper) in a histopathology cassette, marked for orientation and fixed in formalin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure</td>
<td>Frozen sections oblique/parallel to the epidermis.</td>
<td>Paraffin sections perpendicular to the epidermis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>By the MMS surgeon or pathologist on site.</td>
<td>By the surgeon or a pathologist off-site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td>Physician with surgical and</td>
<td>Physician with surgical and histopathological qualification (excision, pathology, reconstruction) or cooperation of physicians with surgical and pathological qualification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>histopathological qualification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(excision, pathology,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reconstruction)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Slides available within about 30 min.</td>
<td>Slides available within about 20 hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation</td>
<td>A patient can be completely treated with multiple operations on a single day.</td>
<td>A patient might be treated with multiple operations on several days.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Other surgical techniques with diagnostic gaps

Used very frequently, vertical sections using the bread loaf technique is claimed to be subsumed under microscopically controlled surgery.\textsuperscript{34} Processing of the topographically orientated tissue starts by creating sequential vertical slices with a scalpel. Representative sections are then made from the resulting tissue slices. Due to the serial slices, there are diagnostic gaps. Assuming 1 mm slices and a section thickness of 10 μm, mathematically only 1% of the tumour margins are histopathologically examined. These diagnostic gaps may give rise to the false impression of complete resection. In a prospective, randomised and blinded trial, MS had almost twice the sensitivity of bread loaf microscopy, particularly in the situation of aggressive or infiltrative carcinomas. While having higher sensitivity and accuracy, MS did not require significantly greater time to be carried out than the conventional bread loaf procedure.\textsuperscript{47}

Special indications for MS

Just like MMS, MS can generally be recommended when a tissue-preserving surgical technique is required for tumours at problematic locations or when, in case of aggressive growth, local complete resection must be definitively ensured. Given that in some tumour entities subclinical extensions may be better assessed in paraffin sections, MS is sometimes preferable to rapidly frozen sections using a cryostat. The preference for paraffin embedded slides particularly applies to desmoplastic cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma that has infiltrated the subcutis or shows moderate to poor differentiation\textsuperscript{48}, Merkel cell carcinoma\textsuperscript{49}, extramammary Paget’s disease\textsuperscript{50,51}, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans\textsuperscript{23,24}, as well as lentigo maligna melanoma and acral lentiginous melanoma\textsuperscript{27,52-57}. Gapless 3D histology using paraffin sections is also valuable for recurrent basal cell carcinoma or squamous cell carcinoma\textsuperscript{22,46} although no studies comparing outcomes of MS vs MMS exist for these more common indications. In case of osseous infiltration of the tumour, MS is of limited use and marked by increased complexity. Prior to histopathological examination, the osseous components must be decalcified.

Documentation during MS

On the basis of drawings (e.g. operative report, histopathology request form, and histopathology report) and histopathological sections, all methods used in MS must be documented in such a way that the individual steps taken can be readily reconstructed.
6. Indications and limitations for Mohs micrographic surgery and other micrographic surgery techniques

**Basal cell carcinoma**
BCC is the most common form of skin cancer in lighter skin types and the most common indication for MMS. Various American surgical and MMS societies joined forces in 2012 to publish appropriate use criteria for MMS including 69 clinical scenarios for BCC depending on the area of the body (high, medium or low risk), patient characteristics (e.g. immunosuppression) and tumour characteristics (e.g. aggressive subtypes, recurrence or incomplete excision). They concluded that MMS was appropriately used in 76.8% of these scenarios including all recurrent, primary aggressive, primary nodular, and primary superficial BCCs on high- or medium-risk areas regardless of size or patient type. The only exception was primary superficial BCC ≤0.5 cm in medium-risk areas on healthy patients. In Europe, however, the recommendations on when MMS is indicated in the management of BCC are more restrictive. British, Dutch and Swedish authors suggest that MMS should generally be reserved for high-risk BCCs in the head and neck area, especially if any of the following clinical and/or histopathological criteria are met:

- Localization in the central face, around the eyes, nose, lips or ears (regardless of the size).
- Poor clinical definition of tumour margins.
- Recurrent or incompletely excised lesions.
- Aggressive histopathological subtypes (e.g. morphoeic, infiltrative, micronodular and basosquamous subtypes).
- Perineural or perivascular involvement.
- Size >2 cm.
- When tissue sparing is of great importance (regardless of location).

The number of stages required for complete removal of BCCs with MMS will depend on the indications applied by the surgeon carrying out the procedure. Authors from Rotterdam, The Netherlands found that BCCs located in the H-zone, recurrent tumours, aggressive subtypes and tumours >10 mm were significantly associated with two or more stages of MMS. Paoli et al. reported that at least 2 stages of MMS were needed for clear margins in 87.5% of the 587 cases when applying similar indications for MMS. Alam et al. carried out a survey among American MMS surgeons who reported that BCCs required a significantly lower number of stages when performing MMS on extrafacial areas.

A single randomised, controlled trial has been carried out comparing MMS with surgical excision for the treatment of facial BCCs. The 10-year recurrence risk for primary BCCs after MMS was 4.4% compared to 12.2% for surgical excision, but the difference was not statistically significant. For recurrent BCCs, the 10-year recurrence risk was significantly lower with MMS (3.9%) when compared to surgical excision (13.5%). In retrospective studies, 5-year recurrence risks of 2.1-3.2% have been observed with MMS for aggressive primary facial BCCs and 5.2-6.7% for recurrent facial BCCs.

In regards to other MS techniques for BCCs, Boztepe et al. achieved 5-year recurrence rates of 3.3% among 178 primary BCCs and 7.3% among 83 recurrent BCCs using the Munich method. A smaller series of 60 BCCs removed with the Tübinger torte method showed no recurrences after a median follow-up of 53 months. Other authors have reported 5-year recurrence rates as low as 1% after 3D-histology.

**Cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma**
cSCC is characterised by the malignant proliferation of keratinising cells of the epidermis or its appendages. cSCC usually arises from precursor lesions such as actinic keratosis or Bowen’s disease.
(SCC in situ) but can also grow de novo. It is the second most common non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC).64

In contrast to BCC, which rarely metastasises, cSCC can metastasise initially to regional lymph nodes and subsequently to distant sites. The rate of metastasis in cSCC has been estimated to range from 2% to 5%. Brantsch et al. prospectively analysed factors predicting regional lymph node metastasis in 615 patients with cSCC. The mean and median follow-up time was 43 months and 26 patients (4.2%) developed regional metastases. Four main prognostic factors predictive of regional metastases on multivariate analysis have been identified: increased tumour thickness (HR 4.79), localization on the ear (HR 3.61), increased tumour diameter (HR 2.22) and presence of immunosuppression (HR 4.32). Patients in this series with cSCC with a tumour thickness ≤2.0 mm never developed regional metastases and less than 2% developed metastases if the primary tumour was ≤2 cm in diameter. In contrast, regional metastases developed in 16% of patients with cSCCs that were >6.0 mm thick and in 3.8% of patients with intermediate tumour thickness (2.1-6.0 mm). This also occurred in 8% of patients with a tumour diameter of 2.1-5.0 cm and in 20% of the cases with tumours >5 cm. Regarding tumour location, 10% of patients with a primary cSCC located on the ear developed regional metastases. Finally, 16% of immunosuppressed patients developed regional metastases. Findings from this study suggest that tumour size (thickness and/or diameter) are important features in metastasis prediction.65 Different prognostic classifications have been proposed that allow a risk stratification taking into account that cSCCs encompass tumours with very different aggressiveness.66,67

According to the recently published European Dermatology Forum guidelines, the treatment of choice for cSCC is still surgical excision, which allows for confirmation of tumour removal and high effectiveness. The excision margins should be adapted to the clinical and histopathological features of the cSCC, including the diameter and the differentiation of the tumour.68 Surgical removal of primary cSCCs can be done with standard surgical excision followed by conventional post-operative histopathologic assessment of the margins (conventional histopathology), with MMS and other MS techniques. The optimal treatment modality depends on the tumour location and stage, but also on the patient’s comorbidities and preferences.

Although no well-defined criteria have been defined to establish when MMS should be chosen instead of standard surgical excision and vice versa, both methods are considered the standard of care in the management of cSCC.69 Sixteen studies reported outcomes after MMS.70 In a seminal series of papers, Mohs reported cure rates at five years for previously untreated cSCCs of the trunk and extremities (95,7%); of the ear (96,6%); of the face, scalp and neck (97,8%); of the eyelid (98,5%) and of the nose (97,8%). A pooled cure rate at five years for the 2133 SCCs at all sites was 97,4% (95% confidence interval 96,2%-98,3%, I² = 48%). Ten studies reported local recurrence rates ranging from 0 to 5,7%. The pooled average local recurrence was 3% (2,2%-3,9%, I² = 0%). In a large multicentre case series study of 1253 patients, with at least 5 years follow-up, the recurrence rate was 2.6% in patients with primary cSCC and 5.9% in patients with recurrent cSCC (P<0.001).75 However, MMS is still debated for very high-risk cSCC due to concerns about the possible presence of in transit metastases and skip lesions and the more challenging histopathological margin interpretation. No randomised, prospective studies have been performed comparing MMS or MS with standard excision in cSCC. To date, there are no prospective comparative studies focusing on long-term recurrence rates that have demonstrated a significant advantage of MMS or MS.71,72 However, MMS should be considered as the treatment of choice mostly in cases of cSCCs at sites where broad excision margins can cause significant functional impairment (tumours on the eyelids, lips, ears, central part of the face or nails) and should be performed by a trained MMS surgeon. The UK guidelines recommend MMS in some high-risk cSCC cases following multidisciplinary team discussion.73
For certain subtypes of cSCC (e.g. spindle cell subtypes) and in the presence of perineural invasion (PNI), frozen section interpretation may be difficult, whereas permanent paraffin sections as performed in several other MS techniques may eliminate the potential for freeze artefacts. Sometimes, a final stage of permanent sections is therefore used by MMS surgeons when equivocal frozen section interpretation is encountered. PNI, which occurs in approximately 2.5%-14.0% of cSCCs is associated with a high rate of recurrence (28.6% vs 13.6%) and metastasis (32.8% vs 9.2%), especially when the tumour is located in the head and neck region and when the affected nerve has a larger diameter. When conventional surgery is applied, these tumours present a rate of recurrence of up to 47.2%. By contrast, the recurrence rates with MMS vary between 0% and 8%. In a prospective study, tumour sizes before excision, postoperative defect sizes, subclinical extension, and mean number of MMS stages were significantly larger in cases with PNI compared with cases without PNI (P<0.0001, P<0.0001, P=0.002 and P<0.0001, respectively). Most patients with PNI (52.9%) were treated with adjuvant radiotherapy. In all, 25 patients completed a 5-year follow-up after MMS, and two of them (8.0%) were diagnosed with a recurrence. Although there are no comparative studies between standard excision and MMS for cSCCs with PNI, the available data suggest that total margin control is a more reasonable approach in such tumours.

**Malignant melanoma**

MS is helpful to ensure complete excision of poorly demarcated subtypes of malignant melanoma, especially in lentiginous types with continuous subclinical spread (e.g. lentigo maligna melanoma and acral lentiginous melanoma). It is not suitable for superficial spreading melanoma as these tumour types may present subclinical skip lesions or satellites.

Retrospective studies on lentigo maligna melanomas localised in the face, on the nose and on the ears, lentigo maligna melanoma as well as acral lentiginous melanoma have demonstrated that the reduced safety margins used when performing MS with paraffin techniques were not associated with increased local recurrence or reduced overall survival when compared to the larger safety margins applied during standard excision.

Excision of subungual melanomas using MS with subsequent tumour-free margins surrounding the nail matrix has been shown to be a safe strategy which does not compromise the patient’s prognosis and allows for function and cosmesis of a finger or toe to remain preserved. Amputations for subungual melanoma should be reserved for advanced cases with bone or joint involvement.

The German S3-Guidelines on malignant melanoma recommend 3D histology techniques for lentigo maligna melanoma and acral lentiginous melanoma, especially in special anatomic locations in which reduced safety margins (e.g. face, ears, fingers or toes) may help preserve function and cosmesis while not increasing the risk of local recurrences or decreasing overall survival. However, informed patient consent should be obtained prior to MS since outcome data are limited.

**Extramammary Paget disease**

Extramammary Paget disease (EMPD) is a rare intraepithelial neoplasm of the skin characterised by ill-defined margins and high recurrence rates after wide local excision (WLE). A comprehensive systematic review and individual patient data meta-analysis was performed in 2013 including all available clinical studies and case reports with 5 or more subjects. Eight studies (3 retrospective studies and 5 case series) were identified and included a total of 81 patients with 90 cases of EMPD treated with MMS. The overall recurrence rate was 12.2% correlating with an estimated 5-year tumour-free rate of 83.6% by using Kaplan-Meier analysis. The treatment of EMPD with MMS resulted in significantly lower recurrence rates than WLE in this meta-analysis of 3 observational studies with comparators (odds ratio 0.20; 95% confidence interval 0.05-0.81).
Adnexal carcinomas

Adnexal carcinomas (ACs) are rare cutaneous malignancies of sweat gland or pilosebaceous origin. Optimal treatment and metastatic potential of ACs are poorly defined. The rarity of ACs and the lack of comparative data on treatment makes conclusive recommendations on treatment difficult. Recent large case series and reviews suggest MMS is a useful and possibly superior treatment for ACs and should be considered when primary cutaneous disease is suspected.82

- **Sebaceous carcinoma** treated with MMS has been shown to recur and metastasise in 6.4% and 3.7%, respectively.82
- **Primary cutaneous mucinous carcinoma** treated with MMS recurred and metastasised in 9.6% and 6.4%, respectively.82 In a large meta-analysis, most primary cutaneous mucinous carcinomas were treated with surgical excision (85.5%), with only 9.4% of cases treated with MMS. Only two of the 15 cases treated with MMS (13%) recurred, and none metastasised. In contrast, traditional WLE led to a recurrence or metastatic rate of 34%.83
- After MMS, 4.7% of microcystic adnexal carcinoma (MAC) recurred with no reported metastases in a review of 191 cases.82 However, MAC is characterised by aggressive local infiltration, including a high propensity for PNI. MMS with frozen sections is reliable for treating primary MAC in which PNI is not present on a diagnostic biopsy. Previous surgery and PNI were associated with greater risk of persistence in periocular MAC. In these patients, it may be appropriate to consider MMS with paraffin-embedded sections, possibly as an extra layer after apparent clearance on frozen sections. Further excision of orbital contents should be considered in periocular MAC that infiltrate the deep orbital fat or are noted to have PNI.84
- Recurrences and metastases of trichilemmal carcinoma or hidradenocarcinoma have not been reported after MMS.
- **Eccrine porocarcinoma** (EPC), also known as malignant eccrine poroma, is derived from the eccrine sweat glands and has an incidence of 0.2 per 100,000 persons. WLE has traditionally been the predominant therapeutic option, and it has been associated with recurrence rates of 20%, distant metastatic rates of 12% and mortality rates as high as 50%. A 3-mm margin has been advocated for biopsy-proven EPC and an additional 5-mm margin with a modified MMS technique for infiltrative and pagetoid variants.85 MMS has emerged as a viable therapeutic option in EPC. In a recent review by Song and colleagues, only 1 nodal recurrence and no local recurrences were reported among 21 cases treated with MMS.86,87 In addition, three subsequent studies of 12, 9, and 5 cases of EPC showed only 1 case with regional lymph node metastases.88-90 Overall, only 2 of 47 EPC cases (4.2%) treated with MMS, developed regional lymph node metastases with no patients having local recurrence, distant metastases, or disease-specific mortality.
- Rare publications of MMS without reports of recurrences exist for squamoid eccrine duct tumour, pilomatrix carcinoma, spiradenocarcinoma, malignant hidroacanthoma simplex, syringomatous carcinoma, aggressive digital papillary adenocarcinoma.

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) is a rare, locally aggressive cutaneous malignancy characterised by slow infiltrative growth and a low risk for distant metastases. WLE with surgical margins of 2-3 cm is considered the standard surgical treatment but local recurrence is reported to occur in up to 60%, with most recurrences occurring within 3 years. Aggressive local recurrence following inadequate resection occurs as a result of infiltrative lateral projections of DFSP which can be missed clinically and histopathologically, resulting in high local recurrence rates following WLE. MMS has emerged as an alternative to WLE for DFSP with case series reporting low rates of local recurrence.82 Among 19 non-randomised non-comparative studies, 7 studies used a frozen section histopathologic assessment technique, 6 studies used formalin-fixed section techniques, and in a further 6 studies the technique was not clearly specified.82
Local recurrences of DFSP occur if inadequately excised. A recent retrospective comparative trial was published with long-term follow-up data for patients treated with MMS (n=67) and WLE (n=91) with mean follow-up times of 4.8 and 5.7 years, respectively. Twenty-eight patients (30.8%) had recurrences after WLE (mean follow-up of 4.4 years), whereas only 2 (3.0%) treated with MMS recurred after 1.0 and 2.6 years. Recurrence-free survival rates at 1, 5, 10, and 15 years were significantly higher with MMS (p<0.001). Mean preoperative lesion sizes were similar (5-6 cm) between the 2 groups, whereas mean (standard deviation) post-operative defect sizes were 10.7 (4.3) cm and 8.8 (5.5) cm for WLE and MMS, respectively (p=0.004). Primary closure was used for 73% of MMS cases, whereas WLE more commonly required flaps, grafts or other closures (52%). Two MMS stages were typically required for margin control. Despite the inconsistency of surgical techniques used, margin control using histopathological assessment either by frozen section or using paraffin-embedded tissue can reduce the recurrence rates of DFSP at any site.

There are practical limitations with MMS. For example, small fascicles of tumour may be difficult to distinguish from scars on frozen sections. It is also logistically difficult to process large tumours with MMS as large quantities of fat at the deep margin require adequate time to freeze which lengthens tissue turn-around time. These difficulties can be avoided by using MS with paraffin sections. Three studies specifically used CD34 immunostaining to ensure margin control, which may improve the guarantee of complete tumour removal. A recent study comparing MMS (n=30) to MS (n=41) for DFSP showed similar recurrence rates after approximately 2 years of follow-up (3.3% and 7.3%, respectively).93

**Merkel cell carcinoma**

Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC) is a rare, aggressive malignant skin neoplasm. Traditionally, WLE has been used for local control. However, the tissue-sparing capability of MMS and the greater certainty of complete tumour removal offer a potential advantage over WLE. The available literature on the use of MMS for initial treatment of the primary tumour in patients with MCC is sparse. A multicentre, retrospective study by Boyer et al., demonstrated good local control of primary MCC when treated with MMS. This study included 45 patients treated with MMS with 20 of these patients also receiving adjuvant radiation. No local recurrences or metastases were observed in the group treated with MMS and radiation, whereas one local recurrence and three in-transit metastases occurred in the group treated with MMS alone.17 A retrospective study of 240 cases by Tarantola et al. reported no difference in overall survival between MMS and standard surgical excision.94 In a recent retrospective chart review of 22 patients with cutaneous MCC treated with MMS, Kline et al. showed an overall local recurrence rate of 5%. The overall rate of biopsy-proven metastases to regional lymph nodes was 14% but no cases of distant metastases were documented.95 MMS therefore compares favorably with standard surgical excision. Radiotherapy after MMS may further reduce the occurrence of in transit metastases and nodal disease.96

**Other conditions**

Other conditions for which MMS may be discussed include: angiomyxoma, intravascular papillary endothelial hyperplasia, malignant glomus tumour, recurrent glomus tumour, red tattoo reaction, cutaneous lymphadenoma, cutaneous alternariosis, granular cell recurrent giant cell fibroblastoma, onychomatrixoma, cellular neurothekeoma, aneurysmal dermatofibroma, cutaneous malignant mixed tumour, retiform hemangioendothelioma, adenomatosis of the nipple, myxoid neurofibroma.
7. Adjuvant therapy in MMS

Although MMS is capable of curing BCC and SCC with the highest cure rates, an adjuvant treatment can be considered necessary or advisable in some cases. It is also important to keep in mind that large tumours (not necessarily with aggressive subclinical extension) are at a 50 times higher risk for postoperative complications after MMS, due to their increased size and need for advanced repair.\textsuperscript{97} There are a number of treatment options available for minimising the chance of recurrence, reducing the tumour defect and/or combinations. It should be noted, however, that the use of neoadjuvant therapy prior to MMS to reduce tumour size conveys a potential risk of incomplete cure, leaving behind independent tumour nests, which could lead to false-negative results if MMS is performed afterwards.\textsuperscript{98}

Topical treatment of superficial BCC pre- or postoperatively

MMS is usually used for treating facial BCCs with a more infiltrative or aggressive growth pattern, while superficial and nodular BCCs are treated with standard surgical excision. However, it is well known that there can be a discrepancy between the histopathology of BCC in the preoperative biopsy and the intraoperative histopathological diagnosis. It was shown that 35% of BCCs consist of mixed subtypes.\textsuperscript{99} MMS is unique in identifying this during surgery since MMS combines surgery with instant histopathology of frozen sections. In a recent study, 50% of the MMS cases for facial BCCs showed a different subtype than in the original biopsy. Of these, 33% showed a more aggressive subtype and 17% a less aggressive subtype.\textsuperscript{100} For facial BCCs with mixed histopathological subtypes, further MMS might be considered inappropriate in the case that the invasive tumour is removed and only residual superficial BCC is remaining since superficial BCC can be effectively treated non-surgically. Both pre- and postoperative topical treatment options are available for the superficial parts of BCCs with a mixed subtype.

The greatest advantage of topical treatment options like photodynamic therapy (PDT), imiquimod 5% cream and 5-fluourouracil cream is the preservation of skin. A disadvantage is the lack of histopathological examination and confirmation of the tumour eradication. In selected cases, a combination of MMS with superficial treatment modalities may be beneficial. When the histopathology slides only show superficial BCC remaining in the peripheral margins of the excised tissue during MMS, the surgeon has the option to further surgically remove the tumour with an extra MMS stage, or he/she may choose to further complete the tumour treatment non-surgically. The decision is based on the patient profile, tumour characteristics and the surgeon’s preference. A smaller surgical defect will often result in better cosmetic outcome. The chance of recurrence has to be taken into account when an adjuvant non-surgical treatment is chosen. In recurrent tumours, however, histopathological confirmation of complete tumour removal is preferred with a 100% examination of the tumour margins. In these cases, non-surgical treatment is not advised.

Individual topical treatments have different advantages and disadvantages. PDT is usually performed twice and large areas can be treated with high compliance. Some patients experience a burning sensation during treatment. The skin becomes erosive and then reepithelialisation will take place. Imiquimod 5% and 5-fluourouracil cream, however, are therapies with a duration of 6 weeks or more and require patient compliance. The skin becomes irritated, itchy and erosive, then reepithelialisation will take place. Overall, patients experience no pain.

\textit{PDT} is a pharmacological treatment modality predominantly for superficial and to a lesser extent nodular BCCs.\textsuperscript{101} Following absorption of the applied topical photosensitisers, destruction of targeted cells and apoptosis occurs as soon as the area is activated by a specific light source. PDT works through the formation of endogenous photoactive porphyrins. The main advantage is that it results in excellent cosmesis with little to no scarring. PDT can be performed before or after MMS. PDT has a limited role as a pre-treatment to MMS but may be used in selected cases, particularly for large
superficial tumours. In four cases of facial mixed type BCC treated with MMS to clear all non-superficial BCC and PDT as adjuvant therapy for the remaining superficial tumour parts, smaller wound defects and therefore better cosmesis could be achieved. No clinical recurrences were seen during the follow-up time of 13-27 months. This MMS-PDT approach may lead to excellent cure of the tumour with maximal conservation of the skin and excellent cosmetic results, but more research is needed before recommending this as a standard of care.

**Imiquimod** acts as an immune response modifier targeting toll-like receptors 7 and 8, although the exact mechanism of action is not fully known. In a recent study, the long-term effects of topical imiquimod was shown for various facial BCC subtypes. A mean follow-up time of 72 months showed a 79% cure rate. In a randomised controlled trial, imiquimod was found to be superior to PDT.

The use of imiquimod cream before MMS might reduce tumour volume and facilitate the procedure so that fewer stages would be required, resulting in a smaller defect and less extensive surgical reconstruction. In a randomised study, the use of imiquimod as a pre-treatment to reduce tumour size was shown to be possible. Studies in which the complete area after treatment with imiquimod was excised did in some cases show remaining tumour nests which were found in the dermis. In another study, topical imiquimod was used after incomplete MMS and did not show any recurrences during a follow-up of 13-30 months.

**Ingenol mebutate** is extracted from the sap of the plant Euphorbia peplus, which is known to have therapeutic effects on various cutaneous neoplasms including cancerous lesions. Recently, ingenol mebutate was described for patients with Gorlin’s syndrome. In these patients, combinations of destructive, topical and surgical treatments are often used. Invasive tumours require surgery or MMS, whereas superficial BCCs can be treated with topical therapies. To date, however, there are no studies on adjuvant treatment with ingenol mebutate prior to or after MMS and therefore it cannot be recommended.

**Adjuvant therapy for advanced BCC**

Advanced BCC encompasses a heterogeneous group of cases, including metastatic BCC as well as locally invasive, large, deep, aggressive and/or recurrent tumours. To achieve a higher cure rate and/or prevent severe disfigurement, adjuvant treatment for these tumours can be suggested. Several therapies are being investigated worldwide for the treatment of advanced BCC.

**Superficial radiotherapy, electron beam therapy, and brachytherapy** are all used for the treatment of BCC. Radiotherapy is an important adjuvant tool for the treatment of NMSC. Radiotherapy is an option for patients not amenable to clear by MMS, including patients for whom further surgery/MMS is contraindicated and patients with PNI. It is important to recognise that BCC with PNI have a higher recurrence rate than BCC without PNI. PNI is more frequently associated with aggressive BCC subtypes, including infiltrative, morphoeic, sclerosing and micronodular variants. Incidental PNI in BCC has shown to have a good outcome with either MMS alone or standard surgical excision plus adjuvant radiotherapy. In the case of positive margins in MMS, radiotherapy can be used as an adjuvant treatment.

**Hedgehog pathway inhibitors** (HPIs) have proven to be an efficacious treatment option for patients with advanced BCC. Emerging data may help clinicians to determine which patients will benefit the most from HPI therapy in combination with MMS. Patients on HPI therapy often discontinue treatment due to accumulation of adverse effects.

**Vismodegib** is an oral HPI approved for the treatment of locally advanced and metastatic BCC. The use of HPIs as a neoadjuvant therapy to surgery could also prove beneficial in some cases and help to reduce the defect associated with complex and extensive surgery. Ally et al. evaluated the reduction
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of the surgical defect area when treating 15 patients with high-risk BCCs for 3 to 6 months with neoadjuvant vismodegib. The surgical defect size was reduced by 27% in the 11 patients who completed the trial. Only one patient experienced a recurrence (at 17 months). Another case report shows that in locally advanced BCC, neoadjuvant therapy with vismodegib can shrink the tumour size by more than 80% of the visible lesion within 10 months of treatment. An important drawback might be the fact that tumours can become resistant to vismodegib. In a study, neoadjuvant vismodegib was used for a locally advanced BCC of 13x17 cm on the scalp to shrink the tumour prior to surgery. A new BCC developed during vismodegib therapy which was resistant to the drug.

Sonicdegib, another oral HPI, has a similar safety profile to vismodegib, but studies on its use as a neoadjuvant treatment prior to MMS are lacking.

The side effects for both vismodegib and sonidegib are muscle spasms (approximately 50%); alopecia (50%); dysgeusia (40-60%); nausea 30-45%); elevated creatine kinase (30%) and fatigue (30%). The more severe side effects are: elevated creatine kinase and rhabdomyolysis (1-3%). Furthermore, both drugs also carry a risk of severe birth defects or fetal death when a pregnant woman is exposed to them.

Combination therapies are another treatment strategy that could result in improved efficacy with HPIs in advanced BCC. There is substantial evidence reporting crosstalk between hedgehog signalling and other pathways in several other cancers and enhanced efficacy of the combination therapy over monotherapy.

Adjuvant therapy for cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma
Typically, cSCC has a higher incidence of PNI than BCC, with reported rates ranging from 2.5% to 14% in cSCC. The use of standard excision alone is considered a risk for cSCC patients with PNI and postoperative adjuvant radiotherapy is often recommended. In an evaluation of the literature (from 1960-2005) the difference between MMS versus standard excision with or without radiotherapy for cSCC with PNI was shown, with local control rates from 92% to 100% for MMS, compared with control rates from 38-87% for standard excision.

Neoadjuvant intralesional methotrexate can also be an option before removing cSCC with MMS or MS. A total of 86 patients diagnosed with infiltrating cSCC were included in a single, retrospective observational study, comparing surgery with or without neoadjuvant intralesional methotrexate. It was shown that neoadjuvant methotrexate can reduce the presurgical size of cSCC and could simplify the subsequent surgery.
8. Patient Perspective

Although rarely life-threatening, NMSC can have negative effects on the patients self-esteem as it frequently affects visible parts of the body, such as the head and neck area. MMS is associated with high levels of patient satisfaction, with over 95% of patients reporting good or excellent functional and aesthetic outcomes. MMS and excision appear to have equal outcomes on skin-related quality of life, as well as the general well-being of the patient. Nevertheless, MMS cannot be performed in every clinical centre and is more expensive than a standard surgical excision.

Patient satisfaction
Patient satisfaction after MMS depends on several variables. Asgari et al. identified different variables that influence short-term (after one week) and long-term (after 1 year) patient satisfaction after MMS. In fact, results of the study revealed that better preoperative skin-related quality of life, more than 3 intraoperative MMS stages, no bother from bleeding, and perceived involvement in care led to better short-term satisfaction after MMS. Interestingly, patients who were married appeared to have a better long-term patient satisfaction. It has previously been shown that marital status leads to better patient satisfaction among cancer patients. This is not illogical, since a social network is known to improve quality of life and mental health by providing emotional support to the cancer patient.

Results in the investigated literature differ regarding the influence of the number of intraoperative stages on patient satisfaction. Asgari et al., showed that patients who underwent 3 or more intraoperative MMS stages appeared to experience higher long-term satisfaction. However, a recent review in the British Journal of Dermatology showed that there was no difference in patient satisfaction associated with the number of stages.

Previous studies have shown that preoperative skin-related quality of life significantly influences short-term and long-term patient satisfaction. Patients with low preoperative skin-related quality of life are generally less satisfied with the medical care with which they are provided and with the physician’s interpersonal skills. It is crucial for the dermatologist to identify these patients to optimise patient satisfaction. Hence, it might be helpful to include a short skin-related quality of life questionnaire in order to help identify these sample patients and improve their skin-related quality of life. Lee et al. showed that the patient experience with the surgeon and staff also had a positive influence on how they perceived the surgical treatment of their skin cancer in the facial area.

Lengthy procedure
MMS is a lengthy procedure, with most patients leaving the hospital after approximately four hours. A high portion of their journey is spent in the waiting room, a period which could contribute to patient anxiety and perceived satisfaction with treatment. Providing thorough pre-operative information to clarify expectations as well as a comfortable and welcoming waiting room could enhance patient experience.

Complications
The complication rate (e.g. infection) is relatively low in dermatological surgery. However, a higher amount of concerns was elicited when patients were asked to report their problems and complications. Clinicians might underestimate adverse events experienced by patients, thus it is crucial to identify them by having correct patient satisfaction measurements tools. In a study by the British Association of Dermatologists, there were no major recorded complications aside from infection and minor superficial skin necrosis. Interestingly, there was also no difference in patient satisfaction scores or complication rates between patients younger and older than 80 years.
**Cosmetic result**
MMS is known to produce improved cosmetic results.\textsuperscript{130} Lee et al. showed that the complete resection of the lesion is most important from the patient perspective, regardless of the cosmetic result. However, good cosmetic results lead to higher quality of life. The location of the tumour also made participants self-conscious with patient satisfaction being higher when the scar was small and located away from the central face. Furthermore, a noticeable scar can be a source of distress. Although facial scars can have a negative effect on self-esteem and confidence, they don’t have psychological or social effects.\textsuperscript{128} In a large questionnaire study including more than 5,500 participants who had undergone MS for BCCs or SCCs in the head and neck region, the cosmetic result was deemed to be good or excellent in 81.4\% of cases, satisfactory in 13.6\% and mediocre or poor in <5\%.\textsuperscript{139}

**Improving patient satisfaction**
As previously mentioned, patient satisfaction depends on multiple factors. The dermatologist is challenged to identify and anticipate what these factors are in order to maximise patient satisfaction. A thorough pre-operative consultation, in which the expectations and skin-related quality of life are being investigated, possibly with the help of specialised and standardised questionnaires, might be useful to improve the patient satisfaction. For example, a recent study has shown that a telephonic follow-up after MMS appears to be a cost-effective, time efficient way to improve patient satisfaction.\textsuperscript{140}

In summary, MMS is associated with excellent patient satisfaction, regardless of the age of the patient. The biggest advantage of MMS is the low recurrence rate, which gives a feeling of safety to the patient. Since MMS is a one-day procedure, it gives the patient the opportunity to have this feeling of safety within one day rather than with classic excision in which patients must wait for weeks or months until the pathology report is ready or until re-excision (when needed) takes place. Because MMS is tissue-sparing, it gives smaller scars. Most importantly, patients highly value the more reliable guarantee of a complete resection.
9. Current use in Europe, ESMS certification

After its first description by Frederic Mohs in the 1930s, the MMS technique underwent many modifications by its users and is today considered the standard of care for many forms of BCC and other tumours in the USA with more than 5,000 dermatologists practicing the technique. It is estimated, that 36.4% of all epithelial tumours in the USA are treated with MMS. Several influential European dermatosurgeons learnt the technique in the USA in the 1970s and started practising it in their home countries thereafter. Since the foundation of the ESMS in 1990, the use of the technique has started to expand to more and more European countries. It was adopted most quickly in the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom. In 2018, for example, there were 51 MMS surgeons certified by the ESMS in the Netherlands. In many other European countries, the technique spread more slowly but is still practiced in many centres, such as in Switzerland, France, Denmark or Belgium. In some countries, most notably in Germany, other forms of MMS, involving paraffin sections with delayed reading of the slides are more commonly used. This is mostly due to long-held traditions that led to the development of different workflows as described previously. Furthermore, reasons for this preference might include different healthcare and billing systems which favour in-patient treatments as well as restrictions for dermatologists to sign histopathology reports.

The reading of the histopathologic slides by the dermatosurgeon is an important part of MMS. Besides the aspects of economic efficiency and saving time, the surgeon gets a clear three-dimensional image of remaining tumour in the margins which allows for the most precise and therefore tissue-sparing excision of additional sections. However, the reading of horizontal frozen sections is difficult and requires specialised training. In all European countries, histopathology of the skin and appendages and skin tumours are an important part of dermatology training. The UEMS core curriculum for Dermatology and Venereology includes dermatohistopathology of skin tumours and advanced knowledge of the biology of all skin tumours. Reading of dermatohistopathologic slides of skin tumours is therefore one of the core competencies of dermatologists and in particular of MMS surgeons. Thus, it is of great importance that the dermatosurgeon is allowed to read his own slides in order to increase efficiency and the accuracy of the MMS procedure. In countries where histopathology reports can only be signed by pathologists, MMS can still be performed but there has to be a second reading of the slides by a pathologist which can also be considered as an additional measure for quality assurance.

In order to guarantee the quality of MMS surgical interventions, certain requirements have to be met by the surgeon performing the procedure as well as by the infrastructure it is performed in. The surgeon needs to be well-trained both in dermatosurgery as well as in dermatohistopathology. The ESMS has contributed to this quality control by establishing standards for how the procedure is performed and the necessary training. Members of the ESMS must fulfil certain criteria in order to become a certified MMS or MS surgeon. They must be dermatologists who have performed at least 100 MMS/MS procedures under the supervision of a certified Mohs trainer and be recommended by two certified members of the ESMS or at least one ESMS board member. Furthermore, the procedure must be carried out in an adequately equipped procedure room suitable for dermatological surgery located adjacent to (or in close proximity to) a Mohs laboratory. If the criteria cannot be fulfilled, for example because there are not sufficient Mohs trainers in a particular country, certification can be obtained by demonstrating the fulfilment of the quality criteria in an audit with a site inspection carried out by surgeons appointed by the ESMS board.

By 2018, 123 dermatosurgeons in Europe have been certified as Mohs or micrographic surgeons by the ESMS. This continuously growing number of persons committed to delivering the highest of standards of care for skin cancer patients shows that there is a trend in Europe to adopt MMS as a standard of care for many forms of skin cancer.
10. The future of MMS and MS

New methods such as confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) have been used intraoperatively to directly evaluate tumour margins of BCC. While reflectance-mode CLSM had a certain degree of specificity, its sensitivity has not been sufficient for small tumour extensions. The first publications on fluorescence-mode CLSM demonstrated a better correlation between digital CLSM images and HE-stained sections.

Direct stereomicroscopy with the so-called “rapid lump examination” (RLE) of unfixed and unfrozen surgical specimens enables microscopic assessment of tumour margins within a few minutes. Pilot studies showed a promising correlation of RLE and HE-stained paraffin sections as compared to frozen and paraffin sections of BCC.
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The following steps are required for H&E staining:

- **Fixation**: Fix the slide for a few seconds in a 70% alcohol solution. This will remove the OCT compound and allows for fixation of the tissue.
- **Rinsing**: Rinse the fixative off of the slides by gently running tap water over them and dry the slides for a few seconds.
- **Haematoxylin**: Place the slides in the haematoxylin staining solution and shake the slides gently, ensuring even staining.
- **Rinsing**: Rinse the slides in running tap water at room temperature or warmer so the excess of staining solution washes away and helps enhance the staining characteristics of Haematoxylin.
- **Alcohol rinse**: Rinse the slides in 95% alcohol solution to prepare the tissue for the next step in the staining process.
- **Eosin**: Place the slides for a few seconds in the eosin staining solution and shake the slides gently to ensure even staining.
- **Alcohol run**: Dip the slides in an alcohol run of 95% solution, followed by 100% and 100% to dilute and remove the excess of Eosin from the slides.
- **Xylene**: Place the slides in xylene solution, a clearing solution, that will clear the stained tissue and prepared it to be covered by mounting medium and coverslips.
- **Mounting and coverslip**: Apply mounting medium, a clear liquid that turns into an adhesive as it dries, on top of the tissue in order to adhere the coverslip to the slide. The mounting medium and the coverslip covering the tissue on the slide will guarantee that the tissue can be stored for many years.

The LT can stain the slides by hand or by using an automatic linear staining machine. Common protocols used to stain the slide(s) include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>By Hand</th>
<th>Staining machine (30 s for each step)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol 70%</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>Alcohol 70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drying / wash water</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>Drying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haematoxylin</td>
<td>90 s</td>
<td>Haematoxylin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap water (running)</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>Tap water (running)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap water (running)</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>Tap water (running)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap water (running)</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>Tap water (running)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol 95%</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>Alcohol 95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosin</td>
<td>5 s</td>
<td>Eosin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol 95%</td>
<td>Short dips</td>
<td>Alcohol 95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol 100%</td>
<td>Short dips</td>
<td>Alcohol 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol 100%</td>
<td>Short dips</td>
<td>Alcohol 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylene</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>Xylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount and coverslip</td>
<td>Mount and coverslip</td>
<td>Mount and coverslip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>